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Engineering Innovation in Health (EIH)
EIH promotes interdisciplinary collaboration between engineering & the health sciences
with the goal of developing technical solutions to pressing health challenges
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Partnering with ITHS Team Science faculty since Fall 2017
”Throughout the program, we have learned that teams who function & communicate
well yield the best final product, are more satisfied with their work, & are more likely
to stay together to continue their research.”
– Professor Jonathan Posner, EIH Teaching Faculty

> Team Science team & the EIH teaching Team co-develop & facilitate
tailored team science training
> EIH faculty training at team science conferences, meetings, & workshops
> Aim: accelerate health innovation from lab bench to bedside by improving
team dynamics, communication, and program participant satisfaction

Tailored Team Science training to student-clinician teams

Liberatingstructures.com

>

Methods of enhancing how teams meet, plan, set
goals, decide, & relate to each other

>

Little shifts can create big changes

>

Fosters inclusivity + psychological safety

Tailored Team Science training to student-clinician teams
Fall

Student-clinician team formation
Needs finding

Team Agreement +
Welcome Letter

Welcome Letter
1. Who are we
2. Problem statement
3. Team agreement
4. Communication plan
5. Contingency plan
6. Team goals
7. Signed by all parties

Tailored Team Science training to student-clinician teams
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Team Agreement +
Welcome Letter
Structured initial
meeting with clinical
partners
Introductions, review
Welcome Letter, stakeholder
mapping exercise, need
statement, action items to
follow up on

Tailored Team Science training to student-clinician teams
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Personality Style
Inventory
Inner: Expand
understanding of your own
personal/social style
Outer: Enhance
effectiveness in working
with other styles

Tailored Team Science training to student-clinician teams
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Iterative design
review + feedback

Listeners rotate
to each station,
Q&A/feedback,
rotate

Station 3
Share, listen, iterate

Tailored Team Science training to student-clinician teams
Fall
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Personality Style
Inventory
Shift-and-share

Conflict resolution
Shift-and-share

Other tools:
1-2-4-all (Liberating Structure)
PollEV.com (live polling)
CATME.com (peer evaluation)

Method: surveys administered to EIH cohorts
>

>

Survey about experience working in EIH project team in order to improve
course content about effective teamwork
–

EIH cohort surveyed Fall 2017 (baseline year, no TS implementation)

–

EIH cohort surveyed Fall 2018 (after TS implementation)

Preliminary comparison of results shown

Goal: Improve team dynamics, communication, & program
participant satisfaction

Self-efficacy before and after participating in EIH

Speak up in team meetings
Effectively contribute in team meetings
Recognize team member's strengths
Resolve conflicts with peers and other collaborators
Advocate for multiple points of view
Have your voice heard in meetings
Collaborate with team members with different working styles
Clarify language differences across disciplines/backgrounds
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Differences in students responding with “very
capable” before and after EIH

Psychological safety and beliefs about EIH project team

Our project team has been successful working together
Our project team has a climate of collaboration and trust
I felt comfortable giving my team members feedback
I felt comfortable receiving feedback from my team members
Team members on my project had a high level of mutual trust
I had a desire to know my teammates on a personal level
Having a successful project was a priority for me
Building effective relationships with my team members was a priority for me
I was comfortable showing gaps in my knowledge with my team
Communication with my team members outside of class was easy
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Differences in students responding with “strongly agree”
before and after TS implementation

Usefulness of Team Science modules
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Impromptu networking
Developing a Team Agreement
Writing a Welcome Letter as a team
Having a structured approach to initial meeting with clinical
partners
Preparing for giving/ receiving feedback in mid-term
presentations
Having a structured approach to giving/receiving feedback during
mid-term presentations
Interviewing and being interviewed during appreciateive inquiry
session
N/A (did not attend)

Not at all useful

Slightly useful

Moderately useful

Very useful

Extremely useful

“The Welcome Letter was useful for laying foundations for team dynamics and team
expectations. It also helped the clinician get on-board with meeting the team and
understanding course/project expectations.” – EIH student, 2018

Clinical partner experience with EIH
I enjoyed working with my EIH project team
I am satisfied with the progress my EIH team project
made
The level of engagement with the EIH teaching team
was appropriate
If given the opportunity, I would participate in the EIH
program again
I would recommend the experience of participating in
EIH to others
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Strongly agree
*only results after TS implementation shown

“Great class and example of a great interaction between the medical
community and the engineering school.” – EIH clinical partner, Fall 2018

Summary
>

Co-development of EIH program by Engineering & Team Science Faculty
1. Tailored team science training to student-clinician teams
2. Self-efficacy before & after EIH: Large improvements in collaborating with team
members with different working styles & recognizing team members’ strengths
3.

>

Psychological safety: improved climate of collaboration & trust among project teams

Areas of continued improvement
–

Time management and conflict resolution

Outcomes
Avg 2013-2018

2019 (after TS)

Provisional patents filed

2

5

Prototyping funds raised

$1000-$2000

$12,000+

1-2

4

1

3-4

Participating teams in UW innovation
and entrepreneurship challenges
Startups formed
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Other team members:
•
Per Reinhall (ME)
•
Keith Chan (Radiology)
•
Ken Myer (Foster School)
•
David Tan (Foster School)
•
Katrina Henrikson (ME)

Thank you!
For more info, visit eih.uw.edu
or email soyoungk@uw.edu

